DISCRIMINATION

SAFETY

VALUE

1. Gender
2. Religion/Caste
3. Family income
4. Family background
5. Differently Abled
6. Skillset
7. Knowledge Processing
1. Risk assessment and control
2. Decision making
3. Recognition
4. Behavior: Stereotypes and Pressure
5. Emotions
6. Development Stage
1. Break barriers
2. Freedom
3. Creativity
4. Innovation
5. Logical and practical thinking
6. Peace
7. A better understanding of people and the
environment

AWARENESS

ACCESSIBILITY

AFFORDABILITY

SKILLS

TECHNOLOGY

FEAR

AGE

INFLUENCE+MEDIA

SUPPORT

QUALITY

CONNECT WORLD
AID

CONFIDENCE

1. Campaigns
2. Scholarships
3. National/International/Govt./Non Govt schemes

IMPORTANCE

1. A progressive and healthy society
2. Economic growth
3. A better understanding of society
4. Stability
5. Financial security
6. Equality
7. Self-dependency
8. Literacy rate

RESOURCES

1. Technology
2. Infrastructure
3. Equipment
4. Educational material
5. Teaching forces

UNDERSTANDING
EDUCATION
Various aspects of education were understood: from its
importance to how it impacted people, society, and the
environment in various scenarios and contexts.

DEEPANSHU AJMERA

KALPANA SOLANKI

17, School Student, Samrat Public School
Goes to JEE Coaching after school: RG Academcy

43, Hindi Teacher, Housewife, Mother of 2

1. My daily load gets quite hectic as I spent 14 hours of any day
studying
2. Sometimes the faculty narrates the notes very fast making me
unable to cope up in class. My inability to track a few words
makes me then spend the rest of the class in anticipation makes
me lose a lot of time.
3. Sometimes I am unable to understand concepts. That one
concept makes me unable to then understand the forthcoming
parts.
4. The change in faculty results in disruption and needs time to
adapt which is not always provided.
5. Faculty used to clarify doubts even on asking the same doubt
multiple times.

I come from a remote village named Nagar in Rajasthan. The high
school in my village was only for boys, however, they let females
study as well after matrix as that was the only high school in my
village. The subject availed by all my female friends and sisters
was arts, so naturally I went for it too. I wish I and my family were
aware of other fields apart from arts and how females could also
emerge in other fields like Science. Only if I could go back in time
and study a subject like science.

FRUSTRATION

ACCESSIBILITY

INVESTMENT

AWARENESS

BRIJGOPAL
8, Studies in Govt.Sr. Higher Secondary School,
Sahuwala, Hanumangarh

I've got punished often for not wearing my school uniform. That is
because I don't own one. My dad drinks a lot and spends his
money on liquor. I only have a notebook and pen with me. My
mom sends me to school.

USER INTERVIEWS
Interviews of people from various economic
backgrounds, ages, and gender were considered.

PRODUCT DIRECTION
SELECTION

NON-TECH

TECHNOLOGY

Education is for everyone - be it of any age, gender,
religion or any other social norms, thus a decision was
made to go for make an item that would cater to a large
audience and not just children.

ONLINE LEARNING
STATIONERY

CLOTHING

FURNITURE

WATER BOTTLE

BAG

UTENSIL

OFFLINE LEARNING

OTHERS
SLIPPERS

COMB

TIFFIN BOX

NECKLACE

PHONE

LAPTOP

1. Notebook, Colored papers, Papers
2. Textbooks, Illustrative books
3. Pen, Pencil, Clutch pencil, Markers, Highlighters
4. Paints, Brushes
1. Phone
2. Tablet
3. Laptop
4. Wacom
5. Projectors
6. Smartboards
1. Online Schooling
2. YouTube
3. Online Courses: Coursera, Domestika, Udemy,
LinkedIn, EdX
4. School Educational Platforms: Meritnation,
Byjus., White Hat Junior, Khan Academy
5. Duolingo
1. Offline schooling
2. Tuitions
3. Coachings
1. Braille
2. Layer assistive technology
3. Video Conferencing
4. Manualism

EDUCATION MEDIUMS:
RESEARCH
Different platforms were observed.

BRIEF
An attempt to create a product that caters to a large audience and provides a cheap and environment-friendly alternative to
the existing education system.

LARGE AUDIENCE

MOODBOARD

ENVIRONMENT
FRIENDLY

CHEAP
ALTERNATIVE

Paper accounts for around 26% of the total waste of solid landfill waste. Its
production is the third most energy-intensive process, which consumes a
tremendous amount of water and emits tons of CO2, responsible for climate
change. In addition to this, we use pens made of plastics to write on paper; these
plastic pens end up in landfills and litter, causing environmental pollution.
Inspired by the Magic Slate, Jott.ed is a product created by keeping a product
sustainable by itself over a long period. It also aims to take the least amount of
resources from the surroundings. It works on the principle of an acetate sheet
sticking on a wax sheet, causing imprints. Any individual can produce a simplified
version of this product with a minimal set of required things, thus, making it
accessible to almost everyone.

WHY JOTT.ED?

ONE TIME INVESTMENT

EASY TO USE

REPLACEMENT FOR TRADITIONAL EQUIPMENT

AWARENESS

Stationery is expensive. But with Jott.ed not only we are saving trees by avoiding
using pencil and paper but also we are decreasing energy consumption. With
Jott.ed we are also avoiding the use of pens decreasing the plastic waste in the
environment.

In the pandemic times, everyone was in their homes. The world became online.
From classes to events everything was happening on meet links. Most industries
were affected because of this pandemic as they were not prepared for something
like this. The same happened with the education industry. Teachers were not trying
really hard to teach students online as they were not hands-on with the technology
they were facing a lot of issues, not only teachers but students were facing issues
in attending classes, issues like internet connectivity. Jott.ed has minimal but
strong features that are very easy to learn and use.

Jott.ed can not only replace the use of pen and paper but also the use of
blackboards and chalks. Being portable it will be easier for it to be installed
anywhere required.

Other than Jott.ed being environment friendly, it will also help in educating
students in understanding why should everyone avoid the use of plastics and
papers from a very young age.

EXPLODED VIEW

1: Acetate Sheet
2: Wax Sheet
3: Electronic sheet: Detects the impulse between the acetate sheet and wax
sheet.
4: Velcro Strap
5: Leather Strap: Contains a pen holder and Velcro on the top surface.
6: Velcro Strap
7: Pencil: Used to write and erase on the writing pad.
8: Slide on Electronic Device: Performs activities such as Screenshot and
Laptop Transfer.

The tip of the pencil is used for writing on the writing pad.

The base of the pencil is used for erasing.

1, 2, 3, and 4 combine to make a flexible writing pad that can be
easily folded making the product mobile. A cover can be added for
support if required.

THE JOTT.ED SCAN APP

An app is beneficial for outside users who prefer to directly scan the data and
store it with them or share.
.

Transfer Button
Screenshot Button

After scanning, the
user is given the
flexibility to edit,
delete and retake the
image for scanning.
The user is then given
multiple platforms for
sharing as well as
sharing to their own
device.
Note: The QR Scan
does not require the
slide on electriconic
device.

Screenshot Button: The screenshot button
as the name suggests screenshots the inputs
made on screen.
Transfer Button: After connecting the device
using a chord to the laptop, on clicking this
button, the input is sent to the laptop.

USB Transfer: This allows the user to transfer
data directly to the laptop screen where they
can further download, share or convert it into
text online.

This feature allows the user to screenshot their writings on the writing pad and
further transfer them to their device where they can make further changes.

USB-TRANSFER-SCREENSHOT

USAGE

Daily house activities: Grocery lists, Addresses, and phone numbers.
Students: Writing day-to-day notes, rough work.
Shopkeepers: Giving away bills to customers.

Classrooms: New improvised alternative for blackboards and whiteboards.
Offices: For discussion rooms.

